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Abstract
Over the last several decades, the number of electronic documents has increased dramatically. With the
growing availability of computers, more and more people are using text editors. However, the development
of automated methods for correcting mistakes in text has not progressed as far. Text editors usually employ
basic spell checking techniques and address very few mistakes of other types.
In this thesis, we propose two methods for correcting errors in grammar and usage. First, we propose
a novel approach to the problem of training classifiers to detect and correct errors in text by selectively
introducing mistakes into the training data and show that this method is superior to the traditional method
of training using clean data. Second, we define high-level features and propose a method of correcting
mistakes using these features. We combine the two methods and build a system for correcting mistakes in
article usage made by non-native speakers of English.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the last several decades, the number of electronic documents has increased dramatically. With the
growing availability of computers, more and more people are using text editors. However, the development
of automated methods for correcting mistakes in text has not progressed as far. Text editors usually employ
basic spell checking techniques and address very few mistakes of other types.
In this thesis, we consider the problem of correcting mistakes in grammar and usage in text. In addition to
spelling errors that result in non-words and can be detected automatically with a dictionary-based approach,
speakers make a variety of other, so-called context-sensitive errors, that are not easy to detect. Consider, for
example, the problem of context-sensitive spelling correction. Unlike spelling errors that result in non-words,
the context-sensitive spelling correction task involves correcting spelling errors that result in legitimate words,
such as confusing peace and piece or your and you’re. Correcting such errors requires understanding the
context around the word containing an error and thus cannot be solved using a dictionary. The typical
approach to context-sensitive spelling mistakes over the last two decades has been to use a machine learning
algorithm to learn contexts that characterize each word in question (e.g., [17, 18, 6]).
Context-sensitive mistakes are not restricted to spelling errors, however, and denote any type of mistake
in text that cannot be detected by only considering the word containing an error. The approach used
in context-sensitive spelling correction has thus inspired work in other fields of text correction, including
the more challenging problem of correcting mistakes made by non-native speakers. Recent attempts at
creating proofing tools for speakers of English as a Second Language (ESL) have shown that this is a very
difficult problem [26, 23, 10, 15]. A major challenge of correcting mistakes made by non-native writers
is that mistakes rarely occur in isolation, and a single sentence generally has more than one error. Since
error detection systems rely on the surrounding context, correct context is crucial for detecting errors. The
approach used for correcting context-sensitive spelling mistakes assumes that the surrounding context is
correct, which does not hold for non-native data.
In this thesis, we propose two methods for correcting context-sensitive mistakes in text and apply them
to the problem of correcting mistakes in article usage made by non-native speakers of English. First, we
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propose a novel error generation approach to the problem of training classifiers to detect and correct errors
in text by selectively introducing mistakes into the training data. When training a classifier, we would like
the distribution of examples seen in training to be as similar as possible to the one seen in testing. In error
correction problems, such as correcting mistakes made by second language learners, a system is generally
trained on correct data, since annotating data for training is expensive. Error generation methods avoid
expensive data annotation and create training data that resemble non-native data with errors.
In the second part of the thesis, we design features that go beyond word-level and part-of-speech in-
formation. While more advanced features have been shown to be useful for similar tasks on native data
(e.g., [10]), systems for detecting ESL mistakes generally avoid using features that require advanced natural
language processing (NLP) tools. The reason is that such tools do not produce accurate output on noisy ESL
data. We develop advanced features using only a part-of-speech tagger and a phrase chunker and propose a
method of correcting mistakes using strong contextual evidence through the use of these features.
The two methods are combined into a system EaSE (E rrors and S trong Evidence) to detect and correct
mistakes in article usage made by non-native speakers of English.
The contributions of this thesis are as follows. First, we propose a novel approach to the problem of
training classifiers for the task of error correction and show that it is superior to the traditional method
of training using clean data. Second, we develop high-level features and propose a method of correcting
mistakes using these features. Finally, an additional contribution of this thesis is a corpus of essays written
by ESL students that was annotated within the framework of this project and used in the development and
evaluation of the experiments described in this thesis.
This thesis is organized as follows. The rest of the chapter introduces the problem of correcting mistakes
in article usage. Chapter 2 reviews related work in text correction. The annotation of the corpus of ESL
mistakes is presented in Chapter 3. Training paradigms with error generation are presented and evaluated
in Chapter 4. The strong evidence approach to detecting mistakes is described in Chapter 5. The system for
detecting article mistakes that combines the two methods is presented and evaluated in Chapter 6. Chapter
7 analyzes the mistakes made by the system and outlines directions for improvement. Chapter 8 concludes
and discusses directions for future research.
1.1 Errors in Article Usage
There are currently many writers of English whose native language is not English. There are about 750
million non-native English speakers and 74% of writing in English is done by non-native speakers [7, 15].
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Current text processing systems, however, are tailored toward native speakers and do not address the types
of mistakes that are common among non-native writers. These writers make a variety of mistakes in grammar
and usage, such as errors in article selection, preposition usage, word order, and lexical choice. Although
certain language phenomena can be acquired through a set of rules, other language features are more complex
in that their usage often depends on factors that cannot be taught explicitly. One such language phenomenon
is article selection. Consider, for instance, in (1) and (2) , sentences produced by advanced ESL learners.
The sentences are a part of the corpus of ESL essays by learners of nine first language backgrounds that has
been corrected and error-tagged by native speakers for the purposes of this project.
(1) ”There is saying that laziness is the engine of the progress.”
(2) ”Experience teaches people to strive for the possible things.”
Example in (1) contains two article mistakes, missing a in front of the noun saying and superfluous the
in front of the noun progress. In (2), the noun phrase ”possible things” has a superfluous definite article.
The presence of article mistakes in essays by advanced ESL learners suggests that this phenomenon is
very difficult to master. In the corpus annotated within the framework of this project, mistakes in article
usage account for 12% of all errors. Article mistakes are very common and affect about 10% of all noun
phrases (e.g., [23]). These mistakes are also difficult from the point of view of developing an automated
system, since article usage is highly contextual and thus cannot be corrected using a rule-based approach.
For this reason, a lot of effort has focused on targeting these mistakes using machine-learning techniques
[26, 23, 10, 15].
In the next chapter, we review work in context-sensitive error correction, as it relates to the approaches
developed in this thesis. The methods for correcting errors in text proposed in this thesis are applied to
the problem of correcting errors in article usage. However, the proposed techniques are general and can be
applied to other text correction problems.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Context-sensitive Spelling Correction
Conventional spell checkers are designed to detect spelling errors that result in non-words. Such errors occur
when a mistake in spelling produces a word that is not a valid word in a language. An example of such an
error is typing wether instead of weather. These errors are easy to detect automatically with a dictionary-
based approach. Other spelling mistakes are more difficult; they involve replacing an intended word with
a different but also a valid word in a language. For example, typing weather instead of whether, or there
instead of their. Context-sensitive mistakes are more difficult to detect than errors that result in non-words,
since they cannot be detected using a dictionary. To detect and correct such mistakes, it is necessary to
consider the context around the word containing an error.
Work in context-sensitive spelling correction has traditionally approached the problem through the use
of confusion sets [17]. A confusion set specifies the list of words that are frequently confused or used instead
of one another in writing. Examples of confusion sets are {whether, weather} and {there, their}. The
context-sensitive spelling correction task can thus be viewed as the task of word disambiguation, since the
words in the confusion set are ambiguous with one another. Given a confusion set and a text to correct,
for every word in the text that belongs to the confusion set the task is to determine which member of the
confusion set is the most appropriate.
Approaches to context-sensitive spelling correction have traditionally used a machine learning algorithm
to determine which word from the confusion set is the most likely given the context. Different methods
have been applied to the problem (e.g., [30, 14, 41, 16, 19]). Golding and Roth [17] cast context-sensitive
spelling correction task as a classification problem and apply the mistake-driven Winnow-based approach.
The algorithm is particularly suited for this domain, as it is robust in the presence of an extremely large
set of features. More recently, several works used web-based methods. Banko and Brill [1] and Liu and
Curran [29] use a memory-based learning approach to select the correct candidate from the confusion set.
Banko and Brill [1] choose the most likely candidate using n-gram statistics from the training corpus. Liu
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and Curran [29] use a large corpus from a web crawl. Carlson and Fette [5] show a higher accuracy than
the previous approaches. They also use memory-based learning but they rely on Google n-gram corpus of
1 trillion words, which is significantly larger than those used by Banko and Brill [1] and Liu and Curran
[29]. They also use a more sophisticated algorithm that chooses the most discriminative context to select
the correct word.
The above approaches are designed for domains where the context is relatively ”clean” and does not
contain other mistakes. While this assumption generally holds for native data, it is not entirely suitable for
the ESL domain.
2.2 Approaches to Detecting Article Mistakes
Errors in article usage are an instance of context-sensitive mistakes, since in order to detect and correct
article mistakes, it is necessary to consider the context around the article.
Being very prominent ESL mistakes, errors in article usage have recently received a lot of attention.
Automated methods for detecting article mistakes generally use a machine learning algorithm to train a
system on native English data. While the specific choice of a learning algorithm varies, the general approach
is inspired by systems for correcting context-sensitive spelling mistakes.
The article correction problem has been approached as an extension of the task of article selection.
Similarly to the spelling-correction task, the problem of article selection is viewed as a classification problem,
where the set of candidates in the confusion set is the list of articles, {a1, the,None2}. The systems for
correcting article mistakes use a classifier trained on native data and apply it to the non-native data that
need to be corrected. The correction task is thus viewed in the same way as the selection task, apart from
the distinction that in the correction task we also have the original article that the author used, while in
the selection task we only have the list of candidates as specified by the confusion set. The correction is
proposed if the candidate chosen by the classifier is different from the article that the author wrote.
Gamon et al. [15] use a decision tree model and a 5-gram language model trained on the English Gigaword
corpus (LDC2005T12) to correct errors in English article and preposition usage made by Chinese learners
of English. With a baseline of 69.9% (choosing the most frequent class label None) on native text, their
model achieves an accuracy of 86.06%. The performance of the system is evaluated on the ESL data by
human assessment of the test cases flagged by the system. The assessment showed that in 55% of the cases
the correction was a valid one. Han et al. [23] and De Felice and Pulman [10] train a maximum entropy
1We use a to refer to both a and an.
2None or zero article denotes the absence of an article.
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classifier. Yi et al. [42] propose a web count-based system to correct determiner errors.
It should also be noted that all of the systems, except for [10], employ a fairly standard set of features of
words and part-of-speech tags. Han et al. [23] also use a phrase chunker to identify noun phrase boundaries.
More complex features, including those that encode dependency relations between the words in the sentence
are not utilized, because these features cannot be accurately extracted from noisy ESL data [10]. We show
that more sophisticated features are important for detecting article errors. We design features that go beyond
word-level and part-of-speech information without recourse to advanced NLP tools and propose a method
of detecting mistakes using these features.
2.3 Generating Errors in Text
As discussed in Section 2.2, the methods developed for the context-sensitive spelling correction problem are
also applied in correcting mistakes in article usage. The typical training paradigm for these context-sensitive
ambiguities is to use text assumed to be error free, replacing each target word occurrence (e.g. peace)
with a confusion set consisting of, say {peace, piece}, thus generating both positive and negative examples,
respectively, from the same context. Unlike in a selection task, in a correction task, we also have the original
article that the author used. When training a classifier, we would like to make the representation seen in
the training data as similar as possible to the text to be corrected. Therefore, we would like to train on data
that contain article mistakes. Chapter 4 proposes a method of training that adds artificial article mistakes
to native English data and uses the original article that the author wrote in the training stage.
In text correction, adding mistakes in training has been explored before. Although the general approach
has been to produce errors similar to those observed in the data to be corrected, mistakes were added in an
ad-hoc way, without respecting the error frequencies and error patterns observed in non-native text. Izumi et
al. [26] train a maximum entropy model on error-tagged data from the Japanese Learners of English corpus
(JLE, [25]) to detect 8 error types in the same corpus. They show improvement when the training set is
enhanced with sentences from the same corpus to which artificial article mistakes have been added. Though
it is not clear in what proportion mistakes were added, it is also possible that the improvement was due to
a larger training set. Foster and Andersen [12] attempt to replicate naturally occurring learner mistakes in
the Cambridge Learner Corpus (CLC)3, but show a drop in accuracy when the original error-tagged data in
training are replaced with corrected CLC sentences containing artificial errors.
Brockett et al. [3] generate mass noun errors in native English data using relevant examples found in
the Chinese Learners English Corpus (CLEC, [22]). Training data consist of an equal number of correct
3http://www.cambridge.org/elt
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and incorrect sentences. Sjo¨bergh and Knutsson [38] introduce split compound and agreement errors into
native Swedish text: agreement errors are added in every sentence and for compound errors, the training
set consists of an equal number of negative and positive examples. Their method gives higher recall at the
expense of lower precision compared to rule-based grammar checkers.
To sum up, although the idea of using data with artificial mistakes is not new, the advantage of training
on such data has not been investigated. In the approaches to article correction reviewed in 2.2, the classifiers
are trained on native data. Therefore the author’s article cannot be used in training as a feature to the
classifier. Moreover, training on error-tagged data is currently unrealistic in the majority of error correction
scenarios, which suggests that using text with artificial mistakes is the only alternative to using clean data.
However, it has not been shown whether training on data with artificial errors is beneficial when compared
to utilizing clean data. More importantly, error statistics have not been considered for error correction tasks.
Lee and Seneff [28] examine statistics on article and preposition mistakes in the JLE corpus. While they do
not suggest a specific approach, they hypothesize that it might be helpful to incorporate this knowledge into
a correction system that targets these two language phenomena. The novel approach of training classifiers
that incorporates article distribution and error statistics of the ESL data is described Chapter 4 of this thesis
and is shown to be superior to the traditional way of training using clean data.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed work on context-sensitive text correction in general and approaches to correcting
mistakes in article usage in particular. We have also described the traditional training paradigm of using
error free data for correcting ESL errors and pointed out that previous work in error generation does not take
into account the error rate and error distribution in the data to be corrected. Furthermore, we showed why
the systems that target ESL mistakes utilize only simple features and do not take advantage of advanced
NLP tools to extract other potentially useful information.
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Chapter 3
Creating an Annotated Corpus of
ESL Mistakes
This chapter describes a corpus of essays written by non-native speakers of English, which was annotated
within the framework of this project. The annotation was performed at the sentence level: The annotators
corrected all mistakes in the sentence and classified them using a specified error schema. The goal of the
annotation was to create a gold standard data set for the evaluation and development of a system for
correcting mistakes in text. In addition to being used for the evaluation of the proposed methods for error
correction described in this thesis, the error statistics based on the annotated corpus are also used in the
training paradigms experiments described in Ch. 41.
The data for annotation were taken from two sources: The International Corpus of Learner English
(ICLE, [21]) and Chinese Learners of English Corpus (CLEC, [22]). The size of the annotated corpus is
63000 words, or 2645 sentences. While a corpus of this size may not seem significant in many natural
language applications, this is in fact a large corpus for this field, especially considering the effort to correct
all mistakes in the sentence, as opposed to focusing on one language phenomenon.
While the focus of the present chapter is on annotating mistakes in a corpus of non-native text (learner
corpus), we have several goals in mind. First, we present the annotation procedure for the task, including
an error classification schema, annotation speed, and inter-annotator agreement. Second, we describe a
computer program that we developed to facilitate the annotation of mistakes in text. Third, having such a
diverse corpus allows us to analyze the annotated data with respect to the source language of the learner.
We show the analysis of the annotated data through an overall breakdown of error types by the writer’s
first language. We also present a detailed analysis of errors in article usage. Finally, it should be noted that
there are currently very few annotated learner corpora available. Consequently, systems are evaluated on
different data sets, which makes performance comparison impossible. The annotation of the data presented
here is available2 and, thus, can be used by researchers who obtain access to these respective corpora3.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. First, we review work on the annotation and error
1This chapter is based on the material presented in [36].
2Details about the annotation are accessible from http://L2R.cs.uiuc.edu/~cogcomp/
3The ICLE and CLEC corpora are commercially available.
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analysis of learner corpora in the ESL context. Section 3.2 gives a description of the annotation procedure,
Section 3.3 presents the annotation tool that was developed for the purpose of this project and used in
the annotation. We then present error statistics based on the annotated corpus across all error types and
separately for errors in article usage. Finally, in Section 3.5 we describe how we evaluate inter-annotator
agreement and show agreement results for the task.
3.1 Learner Corpora and Error Tagging
In this section, we review research in the annotation and error analysis of learner corpora. For a review of
learner corpus research see, for example, [20, 33, 11]. Comparative error analysis is difficult, as there are no
standardized error-tagging schemas, but we can get a general idea about the types of errors prevalent with
such speakers. Izumi et al. [24] describe a speech corpus of Japanese learners of English (NICT JLE). The
corpus is corrected and annotated and consists of the transcripts (2 million words) of the audio-recordings
of the English oral proficiency interview test. In the NICT corpus, whose error tag set consists of 45 tags,
about 26.6% of errors are determiner related, and 10% are preposition related, which makes these two error
types the most common in the corpus [15]. The Chinese Learners of English corpus (CLEC, [22]) is a
collection of essays written by Chinese learners of beginning, intermediate, and advanced levels. This corpus
is also corrected and error-tagged, but the tagging schema does not allow for an easy isolation of article and
preposition errors. The International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE, [21]) is a corpus of argumentative
essays by advanced English learners. The corpus contains 2 million words of writing by European learners
from 14 mother tongue backgrounds. While the entire corpus is not error-tagged, the French sub-part of
the corpus along with other data by French speakers of a lower level of proficiency has been annotated [8].
The most common errors for the advanced level of proficiency were found to be lexical errors (words) (15%),
register (10%), articles (10%), pronouns (10%), spelling (8%) , verbs (8%).
In a study of 53 post-intermediate ESOL (migrant) learners in New Zealand [2], the most common errors
were found to be prepositions (29%), articles (20%), and verb tense (22%). Dalgish [9] conducted a study
of errors produced by ESL students enrolled at CUNY. It was found that across students of different first
languages, the most common error types among 24 different error types were errors in article usage (28%),
vocabulary error (20-25%) (word choice and idioms), prepositions (18%), and verb-subject agreement (15%).
He also noted that the speakers of languages without article system made considerably more article errors,
but the breakdown of other error types across languages was surprisingly similar.
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3.2 Annotation
3.2.1 Data Selection
Data for annotation were extracted from the ICLE corpus [21] and CLEC [22]. As stated in Section 3.1, the
ICLE contains data by European speakers of advanced level of proficiency, and the CLEC corpus contains
essays by Chinese learners of different levels of proficiency. The annotated corpus includes sentences written
by speakers of nine languages: Bulgarian, Chinese, Czech, French, German, Italian, Polish, Russian, and
Spanish. About half of the sentences for annotation were selected based on their scores with respect to a
4-gram language model built using the English Gigaword corpus (LDC2005T12). This was done in order to
exclude sentences that would require heavy editing and sentences with near-native fluency, sentences with
scores too high or too low. Such sentences would be less likely to benefit from a system on preposition/article
correction. The sentences for annotation were a random sample out of the remaining 80% of the data.
To collect more data for errors in preposition usage, we also manually selected sentences that contained
such errors. This might explain why the proportion of preposition errors is so high in our data.
3.2.2 Annotation Procedure
The annotation was performed by three native speakers of North American English, one undergraduate and
two graduate students, specializing in foreign languages and Linguistics, with previous experience in natural
language annotation. A sentence was presented to the annotator in the context of the essay from which it
was extracted. Essay context can become necessary, especially for the correction of article errors, when an
article is acceptable in the context of a sentence, but is incorrect in the context of the essay. The annotators
were also encouraged to propose more than one correction, as long as all of their suggestions were consistent
with the essay context.
3.2.3 Annotation Schema
While we were primarily interested in article and preposition errors, the goal of the annotation was to
correct all mistakes in the sentence. Thus, our error classification schema4, though motivated by our interest
in errors in article and preposition usage, was also intended to give us a general idea about the types of
mistakes ESL students make. A better understanding of the nature of learners’ mistakes is important for
the development of a robust automated system that detects errors and proposes corrections. Even when the
focus of a correction system is on one language phenomenon, we would like to have information about all
4Our error classification was inspired by the classification developed for the annotation of preposition errors [39].
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mistakes in the context: Error information around the target article or preposition could help us understand
how noisy data affect the performance.
But more importantly, a learner corpus with error information could demonstrate how mistakes interact
in a sentence. A common approach to detecting and correcting context-sensitive mistakes is to deal with each
phenomenon independently, but sometimes errors cannot be corrected in isolation. Consider, for example,
the following sentences that are a part of the corpus that we annotated.
1. ”I should know all important aspects of English.” → ”I should know all of the important aspects of
English.”
2. ”But some of the people thought about him as a parodist of a rhythm-n-blues singer.” → ”But some
people considered him to be a parodist of a rhythm-n-blues singer.”
3. ”...to be a competent avionics engineer...” → ...”to become competent avionics engineers...”
4. ”...which reflect a traditional female role and a traditional attitude to a woman...” → ”...which reflect
a traditional female role and a traditional attitude towards women...”
5. ”Marx lived in the epoch when there were no entertainments.” → ”Marx lived in an era when there
was no entertainment.”
In the examples above, errors interact with one another. In example 1, the context requires a definite
article, and the definite article, in turn, calls for the preposition ”of”. In example 2, the definite article
after ”some of” is used extraneously, and deleting it also requires deleting preposition ”of”. Another case of
interaction is caused by a word choice error: The writer used the verb ”thought” instead of ”considered”;
replacing the verb requires also changing the syntactic construction of the verb complement. In examples 3
and 4, the article choice before the words ”engineer” and ”woman” depends on the number value of those
nouns. To correctly determine which article should be used, one needs to determine first whether the context
requires a singular noun ”engineer” or plural ”engineers”. Finally, in example 5, the form of the predicate
in the relative clause depends on the number value of the noun ”entertainment”.
For the reasons mentioned above, the annotation involved correcting all mistakes in a sentence. The
errors that we distinguish are noun number, spelling, verb form, and word form, in addition to article and
preposition errors . All other corrections, the majority of which are lexical errors, were marked as word
replacement, word deletion, and word insertion. Table 3.1 gives a description of each error type.
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Error type Description Examples
Article error Any error involving an article ”Women were indignant at [None/the] inequality
from men.”
Preposition error Any error involving a preposition ”...to change their views [to/for] the better.”
Noun number Errors involving plural/singular
confusion of a noun
”Science is surviving by overcoming the mistakes
not by uttering the [truths/truth] .”
Verb form Errors in verb tense and verb in-
flections
”He [write/writes] poetry.”
Word form Correct lexeme, but wrong suffix ”It is not [simply/simple] to make professional
army .”
Spelling Error in spelling ”...if a person [commited/committed] a crime...”
Word insertion, dele-
tion, or replacement
Other corrections that do not fall
into any of the above categories
”There is a [probability/possibility] that today’s
fantasies will not be fantasies tomorrow.”
Table 3.1: Error classification used in annotation
3.3 Annotation Tool
In this section, we describe a computer program that was developed to facilitate the annotation process. The
main purpose of the program is to allow an annotator to easily mark the type of mistake, when correcting
it. In addition, the tool allows us to provide the annotator with sufficient essay context. As described in
Section 3.2, sentences for annotation came from different essays, so each new sentence was usually extracted
from a new context. To ensure that the annotators preserved the meaning of the sentence being corrected,
we needed to provide them with the essay context. A wider context could affect the annotator’s decision,
especially when determining the correct article choice. The tool allowed us to efficiently present to the
annotator the essay context for each target sentence.
Fig. 3.1 shows the program interface. The sentence for annotation appears in the white text box and
the annotator can type corrections in the box, as if working in a word processor environment. Above and
below the text box we can see the context boxes, where the rest of the essay is shown. Below the lower
context box, there is a list of buttons. The pink buttons and the dark green buttons correspond to different
error types, the pink buttons are for correcting article and preposition errors, and the dark green buttons –
for correcting other errors. The annotator can indicate the type of mistake being corrected by placing the
cursor after the word that contains an error and pressing the button that corresponds to this error type.
Pressing on an error button inserts a pair of delimiters after the word. The correction can then be entered
between the delimiters. The yellow buttons and the three buttons next to the pink ones are the shortcuts
that can be used instead of typing in articles and common preposition corrections. The button None located
next to the article buttons is used for correcting cases of articles and prepositions used superfluously. To
correct other errors, the annotator needs to determine the type of error, insert the corresponding delimiters
after the word by pressing one of the error buttons and enter the correction between the delimiters.
The annotation rate for the three annotators varied between 30 and 40 sentences per hour.
Table 3.2 shows sample sentences annotated with the tool. The proposed corrections are located inside
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Figure 3.1: Example of a sentence for annotation as it appears in the annotation tool window. The target
sentence is shown in the white box. The surrounding essay context is shown in the brown boxes. The
buttons appear below the boxes with text: pink buttons (for marking article and preposition errors), dark
green (for marking other errors), light green (article buttons) and yellow (preposition buttons).
the delimiters and follow the word to which the correction refers. When replacing a sequence of words, the
sequence was surrounded with curly braces. This is useful if a sequence is a multi-word expression, such as
at last.
Annotated sentence Corrected errors
1. Television becomes their life , and in many cases it replaces their real life
/lives/
noun number (life → lives)
2. Here I ca n’t $help$ but mention that all these people were either bankers
or the Heads of companies or something of that kind @nature, kind@.
word insertion (help); word replacement (kind →
kind, nature)
3. We exterminated *have exterminated* different kinds of animals verb form (exterminated → have exterminated)
4. ... nearly 30000 species of plants are under the <a> serious threat of
disappearance |disappearing|
article replacement (the → a); word form (disap-
pearance → disappearing)
5. There is &a& saying that laziness is the engine of the <None> progress article insertion (a); article deletion (the)
6. ...experience teaches people to strive to <for> the<None> possible things preposition replacement (to → for); article dele-
tion (the)
Table 3.2: Examples of sentences annotated using the annotation tool. Each type of mistake is marked using
a different set of delimiters. The corrected words are enclosed in the delimiters and follow the word to which
the correction refers. In example 2, the annotator preserved the author’s choice kind and added a better
choice nature.
3.4 Annotation Statistics
In this section, we present the results of the annotation by error type and the source language of the writer.
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Table 3.3 shows statistics for the annotated sentences by language group and error type. Because the
sub-corpora differ in size, we show the number of errors per hundred words. In total, the annotated corpus
contains 63000 words or 2645 sentences of learner writing. Category punctuation was not specified in the
annotation, but can be easily identified and includes insertion, deletion, and replacement of punctuation
marks. The largest error category is word replacement, which combines deleted, inserted words and word
substitutions. This is followed by the punctuation category, which comprises 22% of all corrections. About
12% of all errors involve articles, and prepositions comprise 17% of all errors. We would expect the preposition
category to be less significant if we did not specifically look for such errors, when selecting sentences for
annotation. Two other common categories are spelling and verb form. Verb form combines errors in verb
conjugation and errors in verb tense. It can be observed from the table that there is a significantly smaller
proportion of article errors for the speakers of languages that have articles, such as French or German.
Lexical errors (word replacement) are more common in language groups that have a higher rate of errors per
100 words. In contrast, the proportion of punctuation mistakes is higher for those learners that make fewer
errors overall (cf. French, German, Italian, and Polish). This suggests that punctuation errors are difficult
to master, maybe because rules of punctuation are not generally taught in foreign language classes. Besides,
there is a high degree of variation in the use of punctuation even among native speakers.
Source Total Total Errors Corrections by Error Type
language sent. words per 100 Art. Prep. Verb Word Noun Word Spell. Word Punc.
words form form num. order repl.
Bulgarian 244 6197 11.9 10.3% 12.1% 3.5% 3.1% 3.0% 2.0% 5.0% 46.7% 14.2%
Chinese 468 9327 15.1 12.7% 27.2% 7.9% 3.1% 4.6% 1.4% 5.4% 26.2% 11.3%
Czech 296 6570 12.9 16.3% 10.8% 5.2% 3.4% 2.7% 3.2% 8.3% 32.5% 17.5%
French 238 5656 5.8 6.7% 17.4% 2.1% 4.0% 4.6% 3.1% 9.8% 12.5% 39.8%
German 198 5086 11.4 4.0% 13.0% 4.3% 2.8% 1.9% 2.9% 4.7% 15.4% 51.0%
Italian 243 6843 10.6 5.9% 16.6% 6.4% 1.4% 3.0% 2.4% 4.6% 20.5% 39.3%
Polish 198 4642 10.1 15.1% 16.3% 4.0% 1.3% 1.3% 2.3% 2.1% 12.3% 45.2%
Russian 464 10844 13.0 19.2% 17.8% 3.7% 2.5% 2.5% 2.1% 5.0% 28.3% 18.8%
Spanish 296 7760 15.0 11.5% 14.2% 6.0% 3.8% 2.6% 1.6% 11.9% 37.7% 10.7%
All 2645 62925 12.2 12.5% 17.1% 5.2% 2.9% 3.0% 2.2% 6.5% 28.2% 22.5%
Table 3.3: Error statistics on the annotated data by source language and error type. Art. stands for article
errors, Prep. stands for preposition errors, and Noun num. stands for errors in noun number.
3.4.1 Statistics on Article Corrections
As stated in Section 3.1, article errors are one of the most common mistakes made by non-native speakers
of English. This is especially true for the speakers of languages that do not have articles, but for advanced
French speakers this is also a very common mistake [8], suggesting that article usage in English is a very
difficult language feature to master.
Han et al. (2006) show that about 13% of noun phrases in TOEFL essays by Chinese, Japanese, and
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Russian speakers have article mistakes. They also show that learners do not confuse articles randomly and
the most common article mistakes are omissions and superfluous article usage. Our findings are summarized
in Table 3.4 and are very similar. We also distinguish between the superfluous use of a and the, we allows us
to observe that most of the cases of extraneously used articles involve article the for all language groups. In
fact, extraneous the is the most common article mistake for the majority of our speakers. Superfluous the is
usually followed by the omission of the and the omission of a. Another statistic that our table demonstrates
and that was shown previously (e.g. [9]) is that learners whose first language does not have articles make
more article mistakes: We can see from column 3 of the table that the speakers of German, French and
Italian are three to four times less likely to make an article mistake than the speakers of Chinese and all
of the Slavic languages. The only exception are Spanish speakers. It is not clear whether the higher error
rate is only due to a difference in overall language proficiency (as is apparent from the average number of
mistakes by these speakers in Table 3.3) or to other factors. Finally, the last column in the table indicates
that confusing articles with pronouns is a relatively common error and on average accounts for 10% of all
article mistakes5. Current article correction systems do not address this error type.
Source Errors Errors Article mistakes by error type
language total per 100 Miss. Miss. Extr. Extr. Confu- Mult. Other
words the a the a sion labels
Bulgarian 76 1.2 9% 25% 41% 3% 8% 1% 13%
Chinese 179 1.9 20% 12% 48% 4% 7% 2% 7%
Czech 138 2.1 29% 13% 29% 9% 7% 4% 9%
French 22 0.4 9% 14% 36% 14% 0% 23% 5%
German 23 0.5 22% 9% 22% 4% 8% 9% 26%
Italian 43 0.6 16% 40% 26% 2% 9% 0% 7%
Polish 71 1.5 37% 18% 17% 8% 11% 4% 4%
Russian 271 2.5 24% 18% 31% 6% 11% 1% 9%
Spanish 134 1.7 16% 10% 51% 7% 3% 1% 10%
All 957 1.5 22% 16% 36% 6% 8% 3% 9%
Table 3.4: Distribution of article mistakes by error type and source language of the writer. Confusion
error type refers to confusing articles a and the. Multiple labels denotes cases where the annotator specified
more than one article choice, one of which was used by the learner. Other refers to confusing articles with
possessive and demonstrative pronouns.
3.5 Inter-annotator Agreement
Correcting non-native text for a variety of mistakes is challenging and requires a number of decisions on the
part of the annotator. Human language allows for many ways to express the same idea. Furthermore, it
is possible that the corrected sentence, even when it does not contain clear mistakes, does not sound like
a sentence produced by a native speaker. The latter is complicated by the fact that native speakers differ
widely with respect to what constitutes acceptable usage [39].
5An example of such confusion is ” To pay for the crimes, criminals are put in prison”, where the is used instead of their.
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Agreement set Rater Judged Judged
correct incorrect
Agreement set 1
Rater #2 37 63
Rater #3 59 41
Agreement set 2
Rater #1 79 21
Rater #3 73 27
Agreement set 3
Rater #1 83 17
Rater #2 47 53
Table 3.5: Annotator agreement by category (”correct”, ”incorrect”). The number next to the agreement set
denotes the annotator who corrected the sentences on the first pass. Judged correct denotes the proportion of
sentences in the agreement set that the second rater did not change. Judged incorrect denotes the proportion
of sentences, in which the second rater made corrections.
To date, a common approach to annotating non-native text has been to use one rater [15, 23, 25, 32].
The output of human annotation is viewed as the gold standard when evaluating an error detection system.
The question of reliability of using one rater has been raised in [39], where an extensive reliability study of
human judgments in rating preposition usage is described. In particular, it is shown that inter-annotator
agreement on preposition correction is low (kappa value of 0.63) and that native speakers do not always
agree on whether a specific preposition constitutes acceptable usage.
We measure agreement by asking an annotator whether a sentence corrected by another person is correct.
After all, our goal was to make the sentence sound native-like, without enforcing that errors are corrected
in the same way. One hundred sentences annotated by each person were selected and the corrections were
applied. This corrected set was mixed with new sentences and given to the other two annotators. In this
manner, each annotator received two hundred sentences corrected by the other two annotators. For each
pair of the annotators, we compute agreement based on the 100 sentences on which they did a second
pass after the initial corrections by the third rater. To compute agreement at the sentence level, we assign
the annotated sentences to one of the two categories: ”correct” and ”incorrect”: A sentence is considered
”correct” if a rater did not make any corrections in it on the second pass 6. Table 3.5 shows for each
agreement set the number of sentences that were corrected on the second pass. On average, 40.8% of the
agreement set sentences belong to the ”incorrect” category, but the proportion of ”incorrect” sentences varies
across annotators.
We also compute agreement on the two categories, ”correct” and ”incorrect”. The agreement and the
kappa values are shown in Table 3.6. Agreement on the sentences corrected on the second pass varies between
56% to 78% with kappa values ranging from 0.16 to 0.40. The low numbers reflect the difficulty of the task
and the variability of the native speakers’ judgments about acceptable usage. In fact, since the annotation
requires looking at several phenomena, we can expect a lower agreement, when compared to agreement
rate on one language phenomenon. Suppose rater A disagrees with rater B on a given phenomenon with
6We ignore punctuation corrections.
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Agreement set Agreement kappa
Agreement set 1 56% 0.16
Agreement set 2 78% 0.40
Agreement set 3 60% 0.23
Table 3.6: Agreement at the sentence level. Agreement shows how many sentences in each agreement set
were assigned to the same category (”correct”, ”incorrect”) for each of the two raters.
probability 1/4, then, when there are two phenomena, the probability that he will disagree with at least on
of them is 1− 9/16 = 7/16. And the probability goes down with the number of phenomena.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a corpus of essays by students of English of nine first language backgrounds,
corrected and annotated for errors within the framework of this project. We have described an annotation
schema, have shown statistics on the error distribution for writers of different first language backgrounds and
inter-annotator agreement on the task. We have also described a program that was developed to facilitate
the annotation process.
While natural language annotation, especially in the context of error correction, is a challenging and
time-consuming task, research in learner corpora and annotation is important for the development of robust
systems for correcting and detecting errors. The annotated corpus described in this chapter is thus an
important contribution of this thesis.
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Chapter 4
Training Paradigms for the Task of
Error Correction
In this chapter, we propose a novel approach to the problem of training classifiers to detect and correct
grammar and usage errors in text by selectively introducing mistakes into the training data. When training
a classifier, we would like the distribution of examples seen in training to be as similar as possible to the
one seen in testing. As discussed in Ch. 2, in error correction problems, a system is generally trained on
correct data, since annotating data for training is expensive. Error generation methods avoid expensive data
annotation and create training data that resemble non-native data with errors1.
Unlike previous work (e.g., [38, 3, 12]), we introduce mistakes into the training data selectively, in an
appropriate proportion. In particular, to create training data that closely resemble text with naturally
occurring errors for the task of detecting mistakes in article usage, we use information about frequency and
distribution of article mistakes in the annotated corpus.
We propose several training paradigms with error generation and show that each such paradigm is superior
to training a classifier on native data. We also show that the most successful error generation methods are
those that use knowledge about the article distribution and error patterns observed in non-native text.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We begin by highlighting an important distinction
between selection and correction tasks. Then we discuss the baseline on the error correction task and show
why the baselines used in selection tasks are not relevant for the error correction task. Section 4.2 shows
additional statistics on article errors in the annotated the corpus presented in 3. Section 4.4 describes
training paradigms that employ error generation. In Sections 6.4 and 4.6 we present the results and discuss
the results. The key findings are summarized in Table 4.8 in Section 6.4.
4.1 Article Correction Task
The problem of correcting article errors is generally viewed as that of article selection, cast as a classification
problem and is trained as described in Ch. 2: a machine learning algorithm is used to train a classifier on
1This chapter is based on material presented in [37].
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native English data, where the possible selections are used to generate positive and negative examples (e.g.,
[26, 23, 10, 15]). The classifier is then applied to non-native text to predict the correct article in context.
But the article correction problem differs from the problem of article selection in that we know the original
(source) article that the writer used. When proposing a correction, we would like to use information about
the original article. One reason for this is that about 90% of articles are used correctly by ESL learners; this
is higher than the performance of state-of-the-art classifiers for article selection. Consequently, not using
the writer’s article, when making a prediction, may result in making more mistakes than there are in the
data. Another reason is that statistics on article errors (e.g., [23, 28]) and in the annotated corpus described
in 3 reveal that non-native English speakers make article mistakes in a consistent manner. The system can
consider the article used by the writer at evaluation time, by proposing a correction only when the confidence
of the classifier is high enough, but the article cannot be used in training if the classifier is trained on clean
native data that do not have errors.
Learning Theory says that the distribution of examples seen in testing should be as similar as possible
to the one seen in training, so one would like to train on errors similar to those observed in testing. Ideally,
we would like to train using corrected non-native text. In that case, the original article of the writer can
be used as a feature for the classifier and the correct article, as judged by a native English speaker, will
be viewed as the label. However, obtaining annotated data for training is expensive and, since the native
training data do not contain errors, we cannot use the writer’s article as a feature for the classifier.
This chapter compares the traditional training paradigm that uses native data to training paradigms
that use data with artificial mistakes. We propose several methods of generating mistakes in native training
data and demonstrate that they outperform the traditional training paradigm. We also show that the most
successful error generation methods use knowledge about the article distribution and error patterns observed
in the ESL data.
4.2 Measuring Success in Error Correction Tasks
The distinction between the selection and the error correction tasks alluded to earlier is important not only
for training but also in determining an appropriate evaluation method.
The standard baseline used in selection tasks is the relative frequency of the most common class. For
example, in word sense disambiguation, the baseline is the most frequent sense. In the task of article selection,
the standard baseline used is to predict the article that occurs most frequently in the data (usually, it is
the zero article, whose frequency is 60-70%). In this context, the performance of a state-of-the-art classifier
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[27, 31, 40, 15] whose accuracy is 85-87% is a significant improvement over the baseline. The majority has
been used as the baseline also in the context-sensitive spelling task (e.g., [18]).
However, in article correction, spelling correction, and other text correction applications the split of the
classes is not an appropriate baseline since the majority of the words in the confusion set are used correctly
in the text. Han et al. [23] report an average error rate of 13% on article data from TOEFL essays, which
gives a baseline of 87%, versus the baseline of 60-70% used in the article selection task. Statistics on article
mistakes in our data suggest a baseline of about 90%, depending on the source language of the writer. So
the real baseline on the task is ”do nothing”. Therefore, to determine the baseline for a correction task, one
needs to consider the error rate in the data.
Using the definitions of precision and recall and the “real” baseline, we can also relate the resulting
accuracy of the classifier to the precision and recall on an error correction task as follows: Let P and R
denote the precision and recall, respectively, of the system on an error correction task, and Base denote the
error rate in the data. Then the task baseline (i.e., accuracy of the data before running the system) is:
Baseline = 1−Base
It can be shown that the error rate after running the classifier is:
Error =
Base ∗ (P +R− 2RP )
P
It follows that the accuracy of the system on the task is 1 − Error. For example, we can obtain a rough
estimate on the accuracy of the system in Han et al. [23], using precision and recall numbers by error type.
Excluding the error type of category other, we can estimate that Base = 0.1, so the baseline is 0.9, average
precision and recall are 0.85 and 0.25, respectively, and the resulting overall accuracy of the system is 92.2%.
4.3 Statistics on Article Errors in the Annotated Corpus
For the experiments described in this chapter, we use data from speakers of three first language backgrounds:
Chinese, Czech, and Russian. We selected these three languages, since for these speakers we have more
annotated data. This is important, as we train systems and conduct evaluation for each source language
separately. None of these languages has an article system, so there are also more mistakes in the essays
written by speakers of these language backgrounds (Table 3.3 in Ch. 3). The Czech and the Russian data
contain essays by advanced learners of English and the Chinese data are from speakers of different levels of
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proficiency. For more details about the annotated corpus, please refer to Ch. 3.
Traditionally, three article classes are distinguished: the, a(an)2 and None (no article). The training and
the test data are thus composed of two types of events:
1. All articles in the data
2. Spaces in front of a noun phrase if that noun phrase does not start with an article. To identify the
beginning of a noun phrase, we ran a part-of-speech tagger and a phrase chunker3 and excluded all
noun phrases not headed4 by a personal or demonstrative pronoun.
Table 4.1 shows the size of the test data by source language, proportion of errors and distribution of
article classes before and after annotation and compares these distributions to the distribution of articles in
English Wikipedia. The distribution before annotation shows statistics on article usage by the writers and
the distribution after annotation shows statistics after the corrections made by the annotators were applied.
As the table shows, the distribution of articles is quite different for native data (Wikipedia) and non-native
text. In particular, non-native data have a lower proportion of the.
Source Number of Proportion of Errors Article Classes
language test examples errors total distribution a the None
Chinese 1713 9.2% 158
Before annotation 8.5 28.2 63.3
After annotation 9.9 24.9 65.2
Czech 1061 9.6% 102
Before annotation 9.1 22.9 68.0
After annotation 9.9 22.3 67.8
Russian 2146 10.4% 224
Before annotation 10.5 21.7 67.9
After annotation 12.5 20.1 67.4
English Wikipedia 9.6 29.1 61.4
Table 4.1: Distribution of articles in the annotated data before and after annotation
.
The annotation statistics also reveal that learners do not confuse articles randomly. From Table 4.2, which
shows the distribution of article errors by type, we observe that the majority of mistakes are omissions and
extraneous articles. Table 4.3 shows statistics on corrections by source and label, where source refers to the
article used by the writer, and label refers to the article chosen by the annotator. Each entry in the table
indicates Prob(source = s|label = l) for each article pair. We can also observe specific error patterns. For
example, the is more likely than a to be used superfluously.
2Henceforth, we will use a to refer to both a and an
3The tagger and the chunker are available at http://L2R.cs.uiuc.edu/~cogcomp/software.php
4We assume that the last word of the noun phrase is its head.
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Source Proportion of Errors total Errors by Type
language errors in the data Extraneous Missing a Missing the Confusion
Chinese 9.2% 158 57.0% 13.3% 22.8% 7.0%
Czech 9.6% 102 45.1% 14.7% 33.3% 6.9%
Russian 10.4% 224 41.5% 20.1% 25.5% 12.3%
Table 4.2: Distribution of article errors in the annotated data by error type. Extraneous refers to using a
or the where None (no article) is correct. Confusion is using a instead of the or vice versa
.
Label Source Source
language a the None
a
Chinese 81.7% 5.9% 12.4%
Czech 81.0% 4.8% 14.3%
Russian 75.3% 7.9% 16.9%
the
Chinese 0.2% 91.3% 8.5%
Czech 0.9% 84.7% 14.4%
Russian 1.9% 84.9% 13.2%
None
Chinese 0.6% 7.4%% 92.0%
Czech 1.3% 5.2% 93.6%
Russian 1.0% 5.4%% 93.6%
Table 4.3: Statistics on article corrections by the original article (source) and the annotator’s choice (label).
Each entry in the table indicates Prob(source = s|label = l) for each article pair.
4.4 Introducing Article Errors into Training Data
This section describes experiments with error generation methods. We conduct four sets of experiments.
Each set differs in how article errors are generated in the training data. We now give a description of error
generation paradigms in each experimental set.
4.4.1 Methods of Error Generation
We refer to the article that the writer used in the ESL data as source, and label refers to the article that
the annotator chose. Similarly, when we introduce errors into the training data, we refer to the original
article as label and to the replacement as source. This is because the original article is the correct article
choice, and the replacement that the classifier will see as a feature can be an error. We call this feature
source feature. In other words, both for training (native data) and test (ESL data), source denotes the form
that the classifier sees as a feature (which could be an error) and label denotes the correct article. Below we
describe how errors are generated in each set of experiments.
Method 1: General With probability x each article in the training data is replaced with a different article
uniformly at random, and with probability (1−x) it remains unchanged. We build six classifiers, where
x ∈ {5%, 10%, 12%, 14%, 16%, 18%}. We call this method general since it uses no information about
article distribution in the ESL data.
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Method 2: ArticleDistrBeforeAnnot We use the distribution of articles in the ESL data before the
annotation to change the distribution of articles in the training. Specifically, we change the articles
so that their distribution approximates the distribution of articles in the ESL data. For example, the
relative frequency of the in English Wikipedia data is 29.1%, while in the writing by Czech speakers
it is 22.3%. It should be noted that this method changes the distribution only of source articles, but
the distribution of labels is not affected. An additional constraint that we impose is the minimum
error rate r for each article class, so that Prob(s|l) ≥ r ∀l ∈ labels. In this fashion, for each source
language we train four classifiers, where we use article distribution from Chinese, Czech, and Russian,
and where we set the minimum error rate r to be ∈ {2%, 3%, 4%, 5%}.
Method 3: ArticleDistrAfterAnnot This method is similar to the one above but we use the distribution
of articles in the ESL data after the corrections have been made by the annotators.
Method 4: ErrorDistr This method uses information about error patterns in the annotated ESL data.
For example, in the Czech annotated sub-corpus, label the corresponds to source the in 85% of the
cases and corresponds to source None in 14% of the cases. In other words, in 14% of the cases where
the article the should have been used, the writer used no article at all. Thus, with probability 14% we
change the in the training data to None.
4.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we compare the quality of the system trained on clean native English data to the quality
of the systems trained on data with errors. The errors were introduced into the training data using error
generation methods presented in Section 4.4.
In each training paradigm, we follow a discriminative approach, using an online learning paradigm and
making use of the Averaged Perceptron Algorithm [13] implemented within the Sparse Network of Winnow
framework [4] – we use the regularized version in Learning Based Java5 (LBJ, [35]). While classical Percep-
tron comes with generalization bound related to the margin of the data, Averaged Perceptron also comes
with a PAC-like generalization bound [13]. This linear learning algorithm is known, both theoretically and
experimentally, to be among the best linear learning approaches and is competitive with SVM and Logistic
Regression, while being more efficient in training. It also has been shown to produce state-of-the-art results
on many natural language applications [34].
Since the methods of error generation described in Section 4.4 rely on the distribution of articles and
5LBJ code is available at http://L2R.cs.uiuc.edu/~cogcomp/asoftware.php?skey=LBJ
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article mistakes and these statistics are specific to the first language of the writer, we conduct evaluation
separately for each source language. Thus, for each language group, we train five system types: one system
is trained on clean English data without errors (the same classifier for the three language groups) and four
systems are trained on data with errors, where errors are produced using the four methods described in
Section 4.4. Training data are extracted from English Wikipedia.
All of the five systems employ the same set of features based on three tokens to the right and to the left
of the target article. For each context word, we use its relative position, its part-of-speech tag and the word
token itself. We also use the head of the noun phrase and the conjunctions of the pairs and triples of the
six tokens and their part-of-speech tags. Table 4.4 lists all features employed by the classifiers. In addition
to these features, the classifiers trained on data with errors also use the source article as a feature. The
classifier that is trained on clean English data cannot use the source feature, since in training the source
always corresponds to the label. By contrast, when the training data contain mistakes, the source is not
always the same as the label, the situation that we also have with the test (ESL) data.
Feature Type Features
Simple lexical features w3B
6, w2B, w1B, w1A, w2A, w3A, w1B,
headWord7
Simple part-of-speech features p3B, p2B, p1B, p1A, p2A, p3A, headPos
8,
headNumber9
Composite features10 w2Bw1B, w1Bw1A, w1Aw2A, p2Bp1B, p1Bp1A,
p1Ap2A, p1Bw1B, p2Bw2B, p2Aw2A,p1Aw1A,
p1Ap2Ap3A, headWordheadPos,w1BheadWord,
w1AheadWord
Table 4.4: Features used by all the classifiers.
We refer to the classifier trained on clean data as TrainClean. We refer to the classifiers trained on data
with mistakes as TWE (TrainWithErrors). There are four types of TWE systems for each language group,
one for each of the methods of error generation described in Section 4.4. All results are the averaged results
of training on three random samples from Wikipedia with two million training examples on each round.
All five classifiers are trained on exactly the same set of Wikipedia examples, except that we add article
mistakes to the data used by the TWE systems. The TrainClean system achieves an accuracy of 87.10%
on data from English Wikipedia. This performance is state-of-the-art compared to other systems reported
in the literature [27, 31, 40, 23, 10]. The best results of 92.15% are reported by De Felice and Pulman [10].
But their system uses sophisticated syntactic features and they observe that the parser does not perform
6wiB and wiA denote word in position i before and after the target article, respectively. For example, w1B denotes the
word immediately before the article.
7The head of the noun phrase. The head is considered to be the last word in the noun phrase.
8The part-of-speech tag of the head of the noun phrase.
9headNumber is singular if headPos is NN or NNP , plural if the it is NNS or NNPS, and None otherwise (if the head
of the NP is not a noun).
10Composite features are conjunctions of the simple features. For example, w1Aw2A denotes the conjunction of two features,
w1A and w2A.
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well on non-native data.
As mentioned in Ch. 3, the annotation of the ESL data consisted of correcting all errors in the sentence.
We exclude from evaluation examples that have spelling errors in the 3-word window around the target
article and errors on words that immediately precede or immediately follow the article, as such examples
would obscure the evaluation of the training paradigms.
Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 show performance by language group. The tables show the accuracy and the
error reduction on the test set. The results of systems TWE (methods 2 and 3) that use the distribution
of articles before and after annotation are merged and appear as ArtDistr in the tables, since, as shown in
Table 4.1, these distributions are very similar and thus produce similar results. Each table compares the
performance of the TrainClean system to the performance of the four systems trained on data with errors.
For all language groups, all classifiers of type TWE outperform the TrainClean system. The reduction
in error rate is consistent when the TWE classifiers are compared to the TrainClean system.
Table 4.8 shows results for all three languages, comparing for each language group the TrainClean
classifier to the best performing system of type TWE.
Training Errors in Accuracy Error
paradigm training reduction
TrainClean 0.0% 91.85% -2.26%
TWE(General) 10.0% 92.57% 6.78%
TWE(ArtDistr) 13.2% 92.67% 8.33%
TWE(ErrorDistr) 9.2% 92.31% 3.51%
Baseline 92.03%
Table 4.5: Chinese speakers: Performance of the TrainClean system (without errors in training) and
of the best classifiers of type TWE. Rows 2-4 show the performance of the systems trained with error
generation methods described in 4.4. Error reduction denotes the percentage reduction in the number of
errors when compared to the number of errors in the ESL data.
Training Errors in Accuracy Error
paradigm training reduction
TrainClean 0.0% 91.82% 10.31%
TWE(General) 18.0% 92.22% 14.69%
TWE(ArtDistr) 21.6% 92.00% 12.28%
TWE(ErrorDistr) 10.2% 92.15% 13.93%
Baseline 90.88%
Table 4.6: Czech speakers: Performance of the TrainClean system (without errors in training) and of the
best classifiers of type TWE. Rows 2-4 show the performance of the systems trained with error generation
methods described in 4.4. Error reduction denotes the percentage reduction in the number of errors when
compared to the number of errors in the ESL data.
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Training Errors in Accuracy Error
paradigm training reduction
TrainClean 0.0% 90.62% 5.92%
TWE(General) 14.0% 91.25% 12.24%
TWE(ArtDistr) 18.8% 91.52% 14.94%
TWE(ErrorDistr) 10.7% 91.63% 16.05%
Baseline 90.03%
Table 4.7: Russian speakers: Performance of the TrainClean system (without errors in training) and
of the best classifiers of type TWE. Rows 2-4 show the performance of the systems trained with error
generation methods described in 4.4. Error reduction denotes the percentage reduction in the number of
errors when compared to the number of errors in the ESL data.
4.6 Discussion
As shown in Section 6.4, training a classifier on data that contain errors produces better results when
compared to the TrainClean classifier trained on clean native data. The key results for all language groups
are summarized in Table 4.8. It should be noted that the TrainClean system also makes use of the article
chosen by the author through a confidence threshold11; it prefers to keep the article chosen by the user. The
difference is that the TrainClean system does not consider the author’s article in training. The results of
training with error generation are better, which shows that training on automatically corrupted data indeed
helps. While the performance is different by language group, there is an observable reduction in error rate
for each language group when TWE systems are used compared to TrainClean approach. The reduction in
error rate achieved by the best performing TWE system when compared to the error rate of the TrainClean
system is 10.06% for Chinese, 4.89% for Czech and 10.77% for Russian, as shown in Table 4.8. We also
note that the best performing TWE systems for Chinese and Russian speakers are those that rely on the
distribution of articles (Chinese) and the distribution of errors (Russian), but for Czech it is the General
TWE system that performs the best, maybe because we had less data for Czech speakers, so their statistics
are less reliable.
There are several additional observations to be made. First, training paradigms that use error generation
methods work better than the training approach of using clean data. Every system of type TWE outperforms
the TrainClean system, as evidenced by Tables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7. Second, the proportion of errors in the
training data should be similar to the error rate in the test data. The proportion of errors in training is shown
in Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 in column 2. Furthermore, TWE systems ArtDistr and ErrorDistr that use
specific knowledge about article and error distributions, respectively, work better for Russian and Chinese
groups than the General method that adds errors to the data uniformly at random. Since ArtDistr and
ErrorDistr depend on the statistics of learner mistakes, the success of the systems that use these methods
for error generation depends on the accuracy of these statistics, and we only have between 100 and 250
11The decision threshold is found empirically on a subset of the ESL data set aside for development.
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Source Accuracy Error
language Train TWE reduction
Clean
Chinese 91.85% 92.67% 10.06%
Czech 91.82% 92.22% 4.89%
Russian 90.62% 91.63% 10.77%
Table 4.8: Improvement due to training with errors. For each source language, the last column of
the table shows the reduction in error rate achieved by the best performing TWE system when compared
to the error rate of the TrainClean system. The error rate for each system is computed by subtracting the
accuracy achieved by the system, as shown in columns 2 and 3.
errors for each language group. It would be interesting to see whether better results can be achieved with
these methods if more annotated data are available. Finally, for the same reason, there is no significant
difference in the performance of methods ArtDistrBeforeAnnot and ArtDistrAfterAnnot: With small
sizes of annotated data there is no difference in article distributions before and after annotation.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have shown that error correction training paradigms that introduce artificial errors are
superior to training classifiers on clean data. We proposed several methods of error generation that account
for error frequency information and error distribution statistics from non-native text and demonstrated that
the methods that work best are those that result in a training corpus that statistically resembles the non-
native text. Adding information about article distribution in non-native data and statistics on specific error
types is even more helpful.
We have also argued that the baselines used earlier in the relevant literature – all based on the majority
of the most commonly used class – suit selection tasks, but are inappropriate for error correction. Instead,
the error rate in the data should be taken into account when determining the baseline.
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Chapter 5
Detecting Mistakes With Strong
Evidence
This chapter describes an approach to detecting mistakes using strong evidence. For the task of correcting
mistakes in article usage, with this approach we identify contextual information that is strongly correlated
with one particular article. The approach is based on the observation that article choice is often determined
by one single characteristic in the context. For example, the noun consideration, when it occurs in the
expression ”give serious consideration”, is generally used with zero article. In this example, strong evidence
in support of zero article is the 3-gram ”give serious consideration”.
We use a large native corpus to identify features that have a strong association with one of the articles.
These features are applied to detect mistakes in contexts that have strong evidence for an article different
from the author’s choice. It is clear, however, that even a very large corpus cannot cover all possible sequences
of words in a language. Moreover, non-native speakers frequently use word combinations that are unusual
for native data. Indeed, Table 6.9 in Ch. 6 demonstrates that while the features that are determined by
sequences of three or more words exhibit the smallest drop in precision on the evaluation data compared to
other features, such features also do not find many mistakes. On the other hand, syntactic and morphological
information about the context may provide sufficient evidence for detecting mistakes. Consider, for example,
the following sentences from the annotated corpus, both of which have the article a missing.
1. ”He is sitting in [ ] comfortable chair.”
2. ”It is already [ ] new subject for discussion.”
In example 1, to detect a missing article in front of the word comfortable, it suffices to know that
comfortable is an adjective, and the word chair, when it occurs as an object of the verb sitting and is
modified by an adjective, is generally used with the article a. Instead of sitting, we can also use the base
form of the verb, sit . We can extend the same reasoning to example 2. Furthermore, in example 2, the
relevant context is ”is new subject”, and the sentential adverb already that interferes between the verb and
the object is not relevant.
To identify strong evidence, we enrich the set of features used for the training paradigms experiments in
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Ch. 4 by adding sophisticated features that go beyond sequences of words and part-of-speech tags. Section
5.1 describes the features used by the module and how the features are extracted. Section 5.2 describes the
module of the system that uses strong evidence to detect article mistakes.
5.1 Features
Automated systems that detect and correct mistakes in non-native data generally employ features that do
not require relying on natural language processing tools beyond part-of-speech taggers and phrase chunkers,
because these tools do not produce accurate output on noisy non-native text. Gamon et al. [15] rely on
word-level features and part-of-speech information. Han et al. [23] also incorporate a phrase chunker for
word-level and part-of-speech features of the noun phrase itself. Features that go beyond lexical and part-
of-speech information have been shown to improve the accuracy of a classifier on the article selection task
on native English data [10], where rich syntactic and semantic features are employed, but such performance
does not translate to non-native data.
However, one would like to use features that go beyond sequences of words and part-of-speech tags. The
features that we define encode syntactic and morphological information, but are extracted using a part-of-
speech tagger and a phrase chunker. The features are classified into six categories and are designed to reflect
the common constructions in which articles occur and that may contain helpful information for the classifier,
such as the presence of an adjective modifying the head noun, subject or object position of the noun phrase
in the sentence, or its function as the complement of a preposition. Table 5.1 describes basic lexical and
structural information employed by the features and how this information is extracted. Table 5.2 lists all
features employed by the classifier1.
5.2 Detecting Mistakes with Strong Evidence
5.2.1 Strong Evidence
In this section, we describe an approach to detecting mistakes in text using strong evidence. Strong evidence
is defined as features that are strongly associated with one particular class. Let feature strength be defined
1It should be noted that the TWE module of the combined system described in Ch. 6 also uses the set of features presented
here.
2Adjective tags: JJ, JJR, JJS, VBN.
3List of sentential adverbs: already, recently, now, later, then, however, even, possibly, indeed, often, really, just, also.
4Noun tags: NN, NNP, NNS, NNPS.
5This feature is active only if Verb object and Preposition features do not apply.
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Feature name Feature description Identification procedure
wiB Word in position i before the target. For
example, w1B denotes the word immedi-
ately before the article.
wiA Word in position i after the target. For
example, w1A denotes the word immedi-
ately following the article.
headWord The head of the NP The head is considered to be the last word in
the NP. If the word following the head is prepo-
sition ”of”, the headWord is the concatenation of
the head and ”of”.
headPos The part-of-speech tag of the head of the
NP
The head is considered to be the last word in the
NP.
NC Noun compound The concatenation of the head and of the word
before the head if the tag of the word immediately
before the head in the NP is a noun.
adj Adjective in the NP The adjective is the word immediately following
the article (or the second word after the article if
the first word is an adverb, as in ”very interesting
book”) if this is not the last word in the NP and
its tag is an adjective tag2.
adjTag Adjective tag in the NP The part-of-speech tag of the adj
verbObject The verb or verb-preposition pair imme-
diately before the NP
The word identified as a verb should have one
of of the following tags: VB, VBG, VBD, VBP,
VBZ, VBN, MD. If the word immediately pre-
ceding the NP is a sentential adverb3, the adverb
position is skipped.
verbSubject The verb immediately following the NP
if the NP occupies a subject position
Subject position is defined as follows: The word
immediately after the NP is a verb and the word
immediately preceding the NP is not a verb or a
preposition.
Preposition Preposition before the NP If the word immediately preceding the NP is a
preposition and the verbObject feature does not
apply
wordBeforeNP Word immediately preceding the NP. This feature is active only if verbObject and
Preposition features do not apply.
Table 5.1: Lexical, morphological and syntactic information used in feature construction. Target
refers to the target article. NP denotes the noun phrase to which the article refers, as identified by the
phrase chunker. Generally, the article appears at the beginning of a noun phrase, except for such cases, as
[NP all the children] or [NP such a treat].
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Feature type Feature name Description
Ngram
w1A w1A
w1Bw1A w1B ∧ w1A
w2Bw1B w2B ∧ w1B
w1Aw2A w1A ∧ w2A
w1Aw2Aw3A w1A ∧ w2A ∧ w3A
w2Bw1Bw1A w2B ∧ w1B ∧ w1A
w1Bw1Aw2A w1B ∧ w1A ∧ w2A
w3Bw2Bw1B w3B ∧ w2B ∧ w1B
Noun phrase
headWordAndHeadPos headWord ∧ headPos
wordsNP The concatenation of all the words in the NP
NC Noun compound: The concatenation of the NP head
and the word immediately before the head in the NP
if its tag is a noun4.
adjAndHead adj ∧ headWord
adjTagAndHead adjTag ∧ headWord
adjAndNC adjTag ∧NC
npTagsAndHead The concatenation of all tags in the NP and the head-
Word
Verb object
verbObjectAndHeadWord verbObject ∧ headWord
verbObjectAndWordsNP verbObject ∧ wordsNP
verbObjectAndAdjTagAndHead verbObject ∧ adj ∧ headWord
Verb subject
headIsSubject head of the NP if verbSubject is not NA
wordsNPIsSubject same as wordsNP if verbSubject is not NA
headWordAndVerbSubject headWord ∧ verbSubject
wordsNPAndVerbSubject wordsNP ∧ verbSubject
adjAndHeadAndVerbSubject adj ∧ headWord ∧ verbSubject
adjTagAndHeadAndVerbSubject adjTag ∧ headWord ∧ verbSubject
Preposition
prepBeforeAndheadWord prepBefore ∧ headWord
prepBeforeAndWordsNP prepBefore ∧ wordsNP
prepBeforeAndAdjTagAndHead prepBefore ∧ adj ∧ headWord
wordBeforeNP5
wBNPAndheadWord wBeforeNP ∧ headWord
wBNPAndWordsNP wBeforeNP ∧ wordsNP
wBNPAndAdjTagAndHead wBeforeNP ∧ adjTag ∧ headWord
Table 5.2: Features used by the TWE and the strong evidence modules for the combined system.
NP denotes the noun phrase to which the article refers, as identified by the phrase chunker. A feature has
value NA if it does not apply. Please see Table 5.1 for the definition of feature components (w1A, headWord,
headPos, adj, adjTag, verbObject, verbSubject, etc.).
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as follows. Suppose f is a feature, and v is a value that feature takes. Then
Strength(f = v, target) = Prob(article = target|f = v)
For example, consider the feature verbObjectAndadjAndHead and its value become major issue. Then ac-
cording to a native English corpus of 20 million article contexts:
Strength(verbObjectAndAdjAndHead = become major issue, target = a)
= Prob(target = a|verbObjectAndadjAndHead = become major issue = 1.0)
The higher the probability, the stronger we consider the feature to be.
5.2.2 Procedure
The method uses the observation that an article context may have features that are strongly associated
with the correct article choice. With this method, the writer’s article is flagged if there is strong evidence
supporting an article different from the author’s choice. Table 5.3 shows the features that are used for
collecting strong evidence. The majority of the features are the same as those used by the TWE module of
the combined system presented in Ch. 6. In addition to verbObject features, we also use verbObjectLemma
features, where the verb form is replaced by its base form or lemma.
Identifying Strong Features
To collect statistics for the features, we use a corpus of 20 million article examples: 4 million from English
Wikipedia and a random sample of 16 million examples from the New York Times section (years 1997-2002)
of the Gigaword corpus. Statistics for each strong feature are collected from this corpus and features with
strength of 0.7 or greater are retained.
Feature Tuning
For each feature, we find the strength6 cutoff that maximizes the number of detected mistakes while keeping
the number of false positives7 relatively low. It is also possible to tune separately the minimum feature
frequency in the native corpus, but since there was no observed correlation between the feature frequency
6Feature strength is defined in 5.2.1.
7A false positive is an article example in the data used correctly by the author, on which the system makes an incorrect
prediction
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and its accuracy on the ESL data, frequency cutoff was set at 10 for all features. Table 5.3 shows all features
used by the strong evidence module and the strength cutoff optimized using the development ESL data.
5.2.3 Other Advantages of the Strong Evidence Approach
An additional advantage of the strong evidence approach is that it allows us to use a very large corpus and
does not use a lot of space, because there is no need to keep all feature counts, but only those whose strength
exceeds a threshold. For instance, the combined counts of all the strong features described in this chapter
do not exceed 1 million, when a threshold of 0.7 is applied.
Table 5.4 shows for each strong feature an example of a mistake that this feature detects.
Feature type Feature name Strength cutoff
Ngram
w1Bw1A 0.70
w2Bw1Bw1A 0.85
w2Bw1Bw1Aw2A 0.85
Noun phrase
headWord 0.80
headWordHeadPosOf8 0.80
npTagsAndHead 0.93
adjAndHead 0.90
adjTagAndHead 0.92
Verb object
verbObjectAndHeadWord 0.92
verbObjectLemmaAndHeadWord 0.92
verbObjectLemmaAndWordsNP 0.80
verbObjectLemmaAndAdjAndHead 0.82
verbObjectAndAdjTagAndHead 0.90
Verb subject
headIsSubject 0.88
headWordAndVerbSubject 0.80
adjAndHeadAndVerbSubject 0.90
Preposition prepBeforeAndheadWord 0.92
Table 5.3: Features used by the strong evidence module. A feature has value NA if it does not apply.
Please see Table 5.2 for the definition of features. Strength cutoff denotes the minimum strength that a
feature should have to be applied for detecting mistakes.
8This feature considers the head of the noun phrase that is followed by the preposition of.
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Feature name Sentence Label Value/count/strength)
w1Bw1A I went home after [the] class, I
would continue to go over the
text about one hour.
None after class (66,0.94)
w2Bw1Bw1A It is possible to suppose that the
increase of crime appeared just
when children influenced by a
TV reached the age when they
tend to break [ ] law.
the to break law (16/1.0)
w2Bw1Bw1Aw2A In [ ] real world people focus on
a problem and work on it until it
is done up to their standards.
the START in real world
(21,1.0)
headWord Turning to [the] fiction we will
find no prison only in utopia, in
that self-sufficient society where
all people have everything they
need, so there is absolutely no
reason for crime.
None fiction (6423, 0.92)
headWordHeadPosOf I thing that reading is very im-
portant for [ ] development of our
imagination.
the development-of nn-of
(9660, 0.83)
npTagsAndHead They are in opposition to [the]
sex discrimination in work and
insist that women must have the
same wage with men of same job.
None nn discrimination (489,
0.98)
adjAndHead It is a pity, that a lot of peo-
ple judge the others according to
their appearance and do not try
to get them know better from [ ]
different view, inside view.
a different view (76, 0.97)
adjTagAndHead Citizens are fed up with this sit-
uation of insecurity and injustice
so they demand [a] better protec-
tion on the streets, just trials and
right penalties.
a jjr protection (267, 0.92)
verbObjectAndHeadWord Almost all the places around de
world have [a] very radical ideas
and there is no possibility to the
criminals rehabilitation.
None have ideas (135, 0.91)
verbObjectLemmaAndHeadWord It has been showing [ ] lack of
respect for life and nature.
a show lack-of (135, 0.82)
verbObjectLemmaAndWordsNP The causes of the increase of vi-
olence must be given [a] serious
consideration for violence is one
of the problems confronting the
life of every society.
None give serious consideration
(16, 1.0)
verbObjectLemmaAndAdjAndHead It seems to me, that dreaming
and imagination play [ ] even
greater role in our modern life
than in the middle ages, for ex-
ample.
a play greater role (15,
1.0)
verbObjectAndAdjTagAndHead But this, as such, is already [ ]
new subject for discussion.
a is jj subject (84, 0.95)
headIsSubject In some politically unstable
places, [ ] mafia brings some
kind of order and organization
and it makes it even stronger
and harder to get rid off.
the mafia (91, 0.9)
headWordAndVerbSubject [ ] romans built a money fac-
tory in the same place where this
event occurred.
the romans built (14, 1.0)
adjAndHeadAndVerbSubject Now we talk about the life ex-
pectancy, people’s average age is
about forty years old at 1960,
and [ ] average age is more than
sixty years old at 1990.
the average age is (11, 1.0)
prepBeforeAndHeadWord When I read a book, I always
imagine its characters in [the] re-
ality.
None in reality (1629, 0.97)
Table 5.4: Examples of mistakes detected using strong evidence. Please see Table 5.2 for the
definition of features. START denotes the beginning of a sentence. The article in [ ] denotes the original
article choice of the author (empty square brackets denote zero article), the label – the article specified by
the annotator, and the strong features are the features for the label. Count in the last column denotes the
number of times the feature was observed in the training corpus.
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Chapter 6
EaSE: A System for Article Correction
In this chapter, we describe the combined system for correcting article mistakes, EaSE (Errors and Strong
Evidence) that consists of an error-driven module TWE presented in Ch. 4 and the strong evidence module
presented in Ch. 5. Below we describe the experimental setup, how the TWE system is combined with the
strong evidence module, and the evaluation of the combined system.
6.1 Experimental Setup
For the experiments with the combined system we use annotated ESL data from speakers of six first language
backgrounds: Bulgarian, Czech, Chinese, Polish, Russian, and Spanish. The data were randomized and 50%
of the sentences are used for the development and tuning of the system and 50% are used in evaluation.
It should be observed that the baselines for the development and the evaluation data are higher than the
baselines for Chinese, Czech, and Russian shown in 6.4, due to the three languages with higher baselines
– Bulgarian, Polish, and Spanish – that were not used in the error-driven training paradigms experiments
described in Ch. 4. For more details about the error rates for each of the six languages, please see Table 3.3
in Chapter 3.
6.2 The TWE Module
The TWE classifier is trained on 3 million article examples from English Wikipedia and uses an error-driven
paradigm of type ErrorDistr described in 4.4 that uses information about error patterns in the annotated
ESL data. The TWE system is trained using the error statistics based on all the development data. It
should be noted that the error patterns of the speakers in the development data are quite different. For this
reason, the performance of the TWE module that is part of the EaSE system is not directly comparable
to the performance results shown in Ch. 4 in Table 4.8. Error statistics for each language were not used
separately due to the small amount of data contributed by each source language. In practice, this can be
accomplished by asking the user to provide his/her native language.
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In addition, the TWE system employs a richer set of features than the systems described in 6.4. The
classifier uses the set of features described in Table 5.2. While not showing a clear advantage, these features
produce a slight improvement over the features used in 6.4 in the training of TWE systems.
6.3 Combining the TWE System with Strong Evidence
Strong features are applied after the example is evaluated by the TWE module. The strong features module
uses the score assigned by the TWE module and considers only those examples whose score does not exceed
a threshold. When the strong features are applied to all examples, the method’s precision fails significantly.
This is because the strong features approach is not designed as a stand-alone error detection system in that
it does not consider all evidence in the context. Instead, it makes a decision based on one feature and is
intended as a supplement to help make a decision on those examples that may be hard for the classifier.
Consider example in (1):
(1) This is his new book.
The feature verbObjectAndadjTagAndHead = is new book provides strong evidence in favor of the in-
definite article a, but the use of the possessive pronoun overwrites this evidence. Because pronouns occur
frequently in training, the classifier is very good at such examples and classifies them with very high confi-
dence.
The strong features are applied to those examples, on which the prediction of the classifier is the same as
the source article. However, it may be possible to reduce the number of false positives among those examples
that were flagged by the TWE system by requiring, for instance, that the example should not have strong
features for the source.
For each example on which the classifier’s prediction was the same as source with a score lower than the
threshold the prediction was changed if at least one strong feature as defined above was found and there was
no strong evidence for the source.
6.3.1 Finding a Confidence Threshold
After inspecting the scores of the classifier on the development set, it was found that about 90% of mistakes
that the classifier failed to detect had a score of less than 0.65. Furthermore, the proportion of mistakes
among examples with lower scores was much higher. For example, among examples with scores between
0.65 and 0.70, the proportion of mistakes was 4% of all examples, and among examples with scores between
0.40 and 0.50, 40% were errors. The threshold on the score confidence was thus set empirically at 0.65.
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6.4 Evaluation
6.4.1 TWE and EaSE Systems
Table 6.1 shows the performance of the TWE system trained as described in 6.2 and of that system aug-
mented with the strong evidence module. The table shows the results on the development and evaluation
sets. The performance on the three languages – Chinese, Czech, and Russian – that contribute the majority
of the data is shown individually, as well as the performance on these three languages combined. The base-
line on the evaluation set is higher than on the development set, which might partially explain the drop in
precision on the development set. The performance results of the MSR system exhibit a similar dichotomy
(Table 6.2).
As shown in Table 6.1, the TWE system combined with the strong evidence module obtains better
results than the TWE classifier alone. The improvement in accuracy is mostly due to a higher recall that
the strong evidence module contributes, because the precision remains very low. The recall numbers on the
development and evaluation sets are close (35.00 and 32.37, respectively), but precision drops from 76.47 for
development to 57.78 on the evaluation data. Because the recall on the evaluation set is almost as high as
the recall on the development set, we conclude that the drop in precision is due to the significantly higher
number of false positives on the evaluation set when compared to the development data.
Looking at the performance by language, we observe that while the recall improves for each language,
the accuracy improves only for Russian and even decreases for Czech. Because the nature of the data differs
by language group, it is possible that the Chinese and the Czech data contain more examples with features
that exhibit low precision and fewer examples where features that produce high precision on the evaluation
set are applied, compared to the Russian data. In addition, because the Chinese data contain sentences
by beginning learners, unlike the Russian data, they may contain more word combinations unusual for the
native data, thereby increasing the chance of a strong feature being applied incorrectly.
6.4.2 Comparison to Microsoft ESL Assistant
The Microsoft ESL Assistant Tool
The performance of the EaSE system is compared to the performance of a tool for detecting ESL mistakes,
Microsoft ESL Assistant1 (MSR). We cannot compare the quality of the EaSE system to other existing
approaches, as the systems that target article mistakes reviewed in Ch. 2 all use different data sets for
evaluation. The MSR system targets ESL speakers of Asian language backgrounds and the current version,
1http://www.eslassistant.com/
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Data set Examples Errors System Acc. P R Detected
total total errors
Dev. (all data)
3433 260 Baseline 92.43 - - -
TWE 92.57 55.56 5.77 15
EaSE 94.32 76.47 35.00 91
Eval. (all data)
3482 241 Baseline 93.08 - - -
TWE 93.34 66.67 7.47 18
EaSE 93.71 57.78 32.37 78
Eval. (Chinese, Czech, Russian)
2212 167 Baseline 92.45 - - -
TWE 92.95 73.91 10.18 17
EaSE 93.26 59.00 35.33 59
Eval. (Chinese)
725 48 Baseline 93.38 - - -
TWE 93.52 66.67 4.17 2
EaSE 92.69 40.74 22.92 11
Eval. (Czech)
392 33 Baseline 91.58 - - -
TWE 92.60 70.00 21.21 7
EaSE 92.35 55.56 45.45 15
Eval. (Russian)
1183 91 Baseline 92.31 - - -
TWE 92.65 66.67 8.79 8
EaSE 93.91 69.39 37.36 34
Table 6.1: Performance of the TWE and of the EaSE systems.
on which we evaluated our data, is trained on annotated ESL data2.
TheMSR targets several types of grammar and usage errors, including article, preposition, noun number,
noun phrase, and word choice errors. Comparing the performance against the MSR system is not entirely
straightforward for two reasons. First, some of the mistakes that the annotators marked as article errors
are flagged as a different error type by MSR; these are excluded from evaluation. Second, in addition to
the detection module, the MSR system has an example provider, which uses Bing search engine to retrieve
examples with the original (author’s choice) and the suggestion made by the system and shows in proportion
how many examples of each type were found. It is also possible for the search engine to fail to find any
examples for the suggestion made by the system. We can thus evaluate the MSR by imposing a threshold
on the number of examples retrieved, thereby changing the recall and precision of the system. The results
reported here use a threshold of 40%; this was found to be a reasonable threshold that eliminates spurious
suggestions, while keeping the majority of detected mistakes intact. Without the threshold, the accuracy of
the system is slightly lower.
Performance Comparison
Table 6.2 compares the performance of the EaSE system with the performance of the MSR ESL assistant.
There is a slight improvement in accuracy on the evaluation data over the MSR, but it is not clear whether
this improvement is significant. The improvement in recall is statistically significant at p = 0.05 level using
t-test statistic. However, because the precision on the test data is low and very close to the precision number
obtained by the MSR system, the accuracy does not improve much.
We can also observe that the results are very different depending on the source language of the author.
2http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/msreslassistant/
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Data set Examples Errors System Acc. P R Detected
total total errors
Dev. (all data)
3433 260 Baseline 92.43 - - -
MSR 93.04 60.87 21.54 56
EaSE 94.32 76.47 35.00 91
Eval. (all data)
3482 241 Baseline 93.08 - - -
MSR 93.37 54.46 22.82 55
EaSE 93.71 57.78 32.37 78
Eval. (Chinese, Czech, Russian)
2212 167 Baseline 92.45 - - -
MSR 92.95 56.76 25.15 42
EaSE 93.26 59.00 35.33 59
Eval. (Chinese)
725 48 Baseline 93.38 - - -
MSR 92.83 38.89 14.58 7
EaSE 92.69 40.74 22.92 11
Eval. (Czech)
392 33 Baseline 91.58 - - -
MSR 92.35 58.82 30.30 10
EaSE 92.35 55.56 45.45 15
Eval. (Russian)
1183 91 Baseline 92.31 - - -
MSR 93.32 63.41 28.57 26
EaSE 93.91 69.39 37.36 34
Table 6.2: Comparison of the EaSE system with the MSR ESL Assistant. The improvement in recall over
the evaluation set (all data) is statistically significant at p = 0.05 level using t-test statistic.
The best results are obtained for Russian speakers by both systems, and the worst results are obtained on
the data by Chinese speakers. This can be partially explained by the nature of the data for each source
languages: Unlike the Russian and the Czech data, the Chinese data, in addition to advanced learners, also
contain sentences written by learners of beginning level.
6.4.3 Evaluation by Error Type
As we showed in Ch. 3 (Table 3.4.1), the most common article mistakes in the annotated corpus involve
the presence or absence of the article the. Table 6.4 shows the distribution of mistakes by error type in the
development and evaluation data. We observe that the largest category is the extraneous use of the, 38.9%
and 46.1% for the development and the evaluation data, respectively. Moreover, the two categories MissThe
and ExtrThe, which involve the presence or absence of the definite article contribute the majority of the
mistakes made by non-native speakers of English.
Table 6.5 shows the performance of the system on each type of article mistake. We observe that these two
categories exhibit the largest drop in precision on the evaluation data. The lower precision in the MissThe
category is due to the lower recall on the evaluation set. As Table 6.6 shows, the number of false positives
of type MissThe is the same in both data sets. In general, the number of false positives on the evaluation
set is close to the number of false positives on the development set. The only exception is the category
ExtrThe, where the number of false positive examples on the evaluation data increases 2.5 times compared
to the development set. This is also the category that contributes the majority of the false positives and
the majority of the detected mistakes. The EaSE system detects 53 mistakes of this type and 25 mistakes
of all other categories combined (67% of all detected mistakes). This category is also responsible for 69% of
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all false positives on the evaluation data.
It can thus be concluded that the most common mistakes made by the ESL learners are also the most
difficult cases for the automated system. Techniques for addressing mistakes that involve the presence or
absence of the article the should thus be investigated more thoroughly. Some of the relevant features are
discussed in Ch. 7 and examples involving the absence and presence of the definite article are shown in
Table 7.2.
Comparison to Microsoft ESL Assistant
We also examine the behavior of the EaSE and MSR systems on different types of mistakes. Table 6.3
shows how the two systems agree in their predictions. Table 6.7 shows the number of detected and false
positive cases by error category for the two systems. First, we note that the MSR detects more mistakes
of type MissA with the same number of false positives for this category. It also detects more mistakes of
type MissThe, but at the same time introduces more errors of this type. Finally, the biggest difference is the
ExtrThe category, where the EaSE system detects 3 times more mistakes (18 vs. 53) and also contributes
the largest number of false positives, while the MSR makes considerably fewer suggestions, detecting only
18 mistakes, but also introducing only 17 false positives versus 40 for the EaSE system.
In general, the distinction between the presence and absence of the definite article is also a challenge for
the MSR system. This is reflected in the low number of detected mistakes for the most common ExtrThe
category and in lowest precision figures for the MissThe and ExtrThe categories.
Data set False positives Detected mistakes
Both MSR EaSE Both MSR EaSE Neither
Development 7 28 19 37 19 54 150
Test 9 36 47 34 21 44 142
Table 6.3: Agreement of the EaSE and MSR systems in their predictions.
Data set Total MissThe MissA ExtrThe ExtrA Conf(a,the) Conf(the,a)
Dev. 260 26.2% 16.9% 38.9% 6.9% 2.3% 8.8%
Eval. 241 17.4% 20.8% 46.1% 6.2% 2.5% 7.0%
Table 6.4: Number of mistakes in the development and evaluation sets by error type: Mistake
types: ExtrThe (extraneous the), MissThe (missing the), ExtrA (extraneous a), MissA (missing a), Conf
(confusion between a and the, where the first article denotes the source and the second – the label).
6.4.4 Strong Features
In this section, we evaluate the individual performance of each strong feature. Tables 6.8 and 6.9 show
the performance of the strong features on the development and the evaluation data, respectively. For
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Data set MissThe MissA ExtrThe ExtrA Conf(a,the) Conf(the,a)
P R P R P R P R P R P R
Dev. 77.8 41.8 69.2 20.5 72.9 42.6 63.6 38.9 50.0 16.7 100.0 8.7
Eval. 55.6 23.8 60.0 12.0 57.0 47.8 71.4 33.3 66.7 33.3 40.0 11.8
Table 6.5: Performance of the EaSE system on the development and evaluation data by error
type: ExtrThe (extraneous the), MissThe (missing the), ExtrA (extraneous a), MissA (missing a), Conf
(confusion between a and the, where the first article denotes the source and the second – the label).
Data set MissThe MissA ExtrThe ExtrA Conf(a,the) Conf(the,a)
D F D F D F D F D F D F
Dev. 28 8 9 4 43 16 7 4 1 1 2 0
Eval. 10 8 6 4 53 40 5 2 2 1 2 3
Table 6.6: Predictions of the EaSE system on the development and evaluation sets by error type:
Mistake types: ExtrThe (extraneous the), MissThe (missing the), ExtrA (extraneous a), MissA (missing a),
Conf (confusion between a and the, where the first article denotes the source and the second – the label).
D stands for detected and F stands for false positive. The sizes of the two sets are 3433 and 3482, and the
total number of mistakes is 260 and 241 in the development and evaluation sets, respectively.
each feature, the tables show the precision and recall achieved by the feature and the types of mistakes
detected. The features with the highest recall are w1Bw1A and headWord. The tables also demonstrate that
certain features are better suited for detecting certain types of mistakes. For instance, the feature headWord
that considers the head of the noun phrase associated with the article is good at detecting the absence of
presence of the definite article errors with singular abstract nouns, such as art or internet. The feature
headWordHeadPosOf detects missing the in front of the noun phrases that are modified by a prepositional
phrase headed by the preposition of, and verbObjectAndAdjTagAndHead detects cases of missing a.
The number of examples affected by each feature is small. Because each feature is active only in a small
number of examples, more data may be needed to tune the features.
There are two reasons for the drop in precision on the evaluation set. While the features w1Bw1A and
headWord introduce a significantly higher number of false positives on the evaluation set, the low precision
of the features verbObjectAndHeadWord and verbObjectLemmaAndHeadWord is, on the other hand, a result
of the smaller number of mistakes detected by this feature in the evaluation data. Because the number of
mistakes is small, it is quite possible that the evaluation set will have a distribution of article errors different
from the development set. By contrast, the number of positive (correct) examples is large in the both sets
System MissThe MissA ExtrThe ExtrA Conf(a,the) Conf(the,a)
D F D F D F D F D F D F
EaSE 10 8 6 4 53 40 5 2 2 1 2 3
MSR 16 23 14 3 18 17 4 3 0 0 3 0
Table 6.7: Predictions of the EaSE andMSR systems on the evaluation set. Mistake types: ExtrThe
(extraneous the), MissThe (missing the), ExtrA (extraneous a), MissA (missing a), Conf (confusion between
a and the). D stands for detected and F stands for false positive.
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and it should be possible to tune the features and reduce the number of false positives in the evaluation set,
as well.
Feature name P R D F Types of detected
mistakes
w1Bw1A 83.33% 10.29% 25 5 ExtrThe(16) MissThe(7) ExtrA(1) Conf (1)
w2Bw1Bw1A 75.00% 2.47% 6 2 ExtrThe(4) MissThe(2)
w2Bw1Bw1Aw2A 100.00% 1.23% 3 0 MissThe(2) ExtrThe(1)
headWord 76.19% 6.58% 16 5 ExtrThe(12) MissThe(3) ExtrA(1)
headWordHeadPosOf 85.71% 2.47% 6 1 MissThe(4) Conf (1)
npTagsAndHead 50.00% 0.82% 2 2 MissA(1) ExtrThe(1)
adjAndHead 90.91% 4.12% 10 1 MissThe(4) ExtrThe(3) MissA(1) ExtrA(1)
Conf (1)
adjTagAndHead 100.00% 1.65% 4 0 MissA(2) ExtrThe(1) ExtrA(1)
prepBeforeAndheadWord 100.00% 3.29% 8 0 ExtrThe(4) MissThe(2) MissA(1) ExtrA(1)
verbObjectAndheadWord 60.00% 3.70% 9 6 MissA(4) MissThe(2) ExtrA(2) ExtrThe(1)
verbObjectLemmaAndheadWord 64.29% 3.70% 9 5 MissA(4) ExtrThe(2) MissThe(1) ExtrA(1)
Conf (1)
verbObjectLemmaAndadjAndHead 100.00% 0.41% 1 0 MissA(1)
verbObjectAndadjTagAndHead 75.00% 1.23% 3 1 MissA(3)
verbObjectLemmaAndwordsNP 100.00% 0.00% 0 0
headIsSubject 100.00% 3.29% 8 0 ExtrThe(6) MissThe(2)
headWordAndverbSubject 100.00% 2.47% 6 0 ExtrThe(4) MissThe(2)
adjAndHeadAndverbSubject 100.00% 0.41% 1 0 MissThe(1)
Total 82.61% 31.28% 76 16 ExtrThe(36) MissThe(22) MissA(9) ExtrA(5)
Conf (2)
Table 6.8: Performance of the strong features on the development set. D denotes detected mistakes
and F denotes false positives. The last column shows the number of mistakes of each types detected with
this feature: ExtrThe (extraneous the), MissThe (missing the), ExtrA (extraneous a), MissA (missing a),
Conf (confusion between a and the).
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Feature name P R D F Types of detected
mistakes
w1Bw1A 55.56% 6.73% 15 12 ExtrThe(9) MissThe(3) Conf (2) MissA(1)
w2Bw1Bw1A 77.78% 3.14% 7 2 ExtrThe(5) ExtrA(1) Conf (1)
w2Bw1Bw1Aw2A 100.00% 0.45% 1 0 ExtrThe(1)
headWord 58.82% 8.97% 20 14 ExtrThe(19) ExtrA(1)
headWordHeadPosOf 66.67% 0.90% 2 1 Conf (2)
npTagsAndHead 37.50% 1.35% 3 5 ExtrThe(3)
adjAndHead 81.25% 5.83% 13 3 ExtrThe(7) MissThe(2) MissA(2) ExtrA(2)
adjTagAndHead 50.00% 0.45% 1 1 ExtrThe(1)
prepBeforeAndheadWord 64.29% 4.04% 9 5 ExtrThe(6) MissThe(1) ExtrA(1) Conf (1)
verbObjectAndheadWord 27.27% 1.35% 3 8 ExtrThe(2) Conf (1)
verbObjectLemmaAndheadWord 27.27% 1.35% 3 8 MissA(1) ExtrThe(1) Conf (1)
verbObjectLemmaAndadjAndHead 100.00% 0.45% 1 0 ExtrA(1)
verbObjectAndadjTagAndHead 100.00% 0.00% 0 0
verbObjectLemmaAndwordsNP 100.00% 0.45% 1 0 ExtrA(1)
headIsSubject 80.00% 1.79% 4 1 ExtrThe(3) MissThe(1)
headWordAndverbSubject 100.00% 0.45% 1 0 ExtrThe(1)
adjAndHeadAndverbSubject 100.00% 0.00% 0 0
Total 55.56% 47.75% 60 48 ExtrThe(43) MissThe(5) MissA(4) ExtrA(5)
Conf (3)
Table 6.9: Performance of the strong features on the evaluation set. D denotes detected mistakes
and F denotes false positives.The last column shows the number of mistakes of each types detected with this
feature: ExtrThe (extraneous the), MissThe (missing the), ExtrA (extraneous a), MissA (missing a), Conf
(confusion between a and the).
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Chapter 7
Error Analysis and Directions for
Improvement
This chapter discusses the mistakes made by the system on the development set and discusses directions for
improvement. As discussed in Ch. 6, the drop in precision on the evaluation set is in part due to the smaller
number of mistakes detected in the evaluation set, which is to be expected since the number of mistakes is
small and it is quite possible that there is a difference in the distribution of mistakes between the two sets.
On the other hand, the number of positive examples in the two sets is quite large, so we can expect a better
generalization over the false positives. While the approach generalizes well over positive examples in most
categories, this is not true for the ExtrThe category, where the number of false positives in the evaluation
set exceeds the number of false positives in the development set by 2.5 times. Table 7.1 shows examples of
correct article usages, on which the strong features module makes mistakes. We can classify the mistakes
made by the system into three categories:
1. Good or better suggestions
2. Mistakes due to errors in part-of-speech tagging or chunking
3. Incorrect application of strong features
Some suggestions made by the module are as good or better than the original article, as in (1), (2),
and (3). Mistake in (4) is caused by a mistake in chunking, due to which the noun phrase head is assumed
to be the word television instead of the word set. Mistakes (5), (6) and (7) are examples of an incorrect
application of strong features. We can distinguish two reasons for these types of mistakes. In (5), where the
feature headWord = freedom, is used the mistake is due to the general character of the feature headWord,
which strongly associates the word freedom with the zero article without considering the outside information.
But in this case due to the expression ”delighted with” and the specificity of the phrase indicated through
sentential modifier that starts with ”offered by”, the definite article should be used instead. (6) and (7) show
examples of expressions that occur in contexts that are unusual for the native data corpus, and therefore
the features that are considered strong based on the native English corpus do not hold in these examples.
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Sentence Prediction Strong features for prediction
(1) ”Despite all these problems the process has been up
to [ ] certain extent solved and carried out successfully
within the current European union.”
a wordsNP=certain extent
(2) ”Human beings as the only creatures living on [the]
earth have an ability to think reasonably”
None w2Bw1Bw1A=living on earth
(3) ”Let me explain why I agree with him however Marx
was father of communism that was something like the re-
ligion at the beginning of [ ] 20th century.”
the wordsNP=20th century
(4) ”Every ten minutes, programs are stopped by adverts,
but we still in front of [the] television set because these
messages command our attention through several skills.”
None headWord=television
(5) ”Delighted with [the] freedom, comfort, and economy
offered by all ”children of technology” we become so busy
with collecting them that we do not notice the alarning
changes in our behaviours.”
None headWord=freedom
(6) (5) ”In [ ] states of wartime, they expose themselves
to injuries or even to unexpected death in the line of fire.”
the prepBeforeAndheadWord=in states-
of
(7) ”In the fifth quatrain Donne asserts that his love is
not like [the] one of the sublunary lovers.”
None w1Bw1A=like one-of
Table 7.1: Examples of false positives: Positive examples in the development set on which the strong
features module made a mistake. The article in [ ] denotes the article specified by the author, which is the
correct choice, and the article in column Prediction denotes the incorrect suggestion made by the system.
We also analyze the undetected mistakes and commonly found false positives by categories and propose
features useful for each error category.
Distinguishing between the and zero article
As was shown in Table 3.4.1 in Ch. 3, mistakes involving the presence or absence of the definite article
constitute about 63% percent of all article errors in the ESL data. Furthermore, this distinction is also
difficult for an automated system. It is therefore desirable to pay special attention to this mistake type.
The analysis of the false positives and undetected mistakes in the error categories MissThe and ExtrThe
in the development set reveals what other features might be useful for distinguishing between the use of
the and zero article. We examine the mistakes made by the system on such examples. Table 7.2 shows
examples of sentences where the correct article choice is the but there is strong evidence against the correct
article choice. In all of these examples, the head of the noun phrase is much more likely to appear with a
zero article, but is used in the table with the definite article because of the ”definiteness” character of the
context. The definiteness can be expressed in several ways, through the use of a sentence modification as
in (2), (5), and (6), through prepositional complement, as in (3) and (4) or through an expression which
implies definiteness (as in (1)). For example, the word freedom is more likely to be used with no article, but
because of the phrase ”delighted with” which favors the use of the definite article, the less likely choice is
preferred here. These examples suggest that for the problem of error detection the set of features needs to
be more sophisticated than for an article selection problem. This is because the baseline is above 90%, so
we need to consider more attuned features to distinguish between the usage of different articles, at least for
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the distinction between the and the zero article. Although the features used by the EaSE system presented
here are fairly advanced, it is clear that the features should be further improved.
Sentence Label Strong evidence against label Feature for label
(1) ”Delighted with [the] freedom, com-
fort, and economy offered by all ”children
of technology” we become so busy with
collecting them that we do not notice the
alarning changes in our behaviours.”
the w1Bw1Aw2A=with freedom ,
headWord=freedom
Expression ”delighted with”
(2) ”The stage was very elaborated due
to the amount of changes that took place
on it, as well as [the] great amount of
characters that held it.”
the wordsNP=great amount of Sentential modification in-
troduced by the pronoun
”that”
(3) ”Although Poles have a long tradition
of priding themselves in being tolerant,
the truth is quite the opposite : [the] tol-
erance towards minorities (whether eth-
nic , religious or sexual) is minimal .
the headWord=tolerance Prepositional phrase modi-
fication introduced by the
preposition ”towards”.
(4) ”We can see [the] contrast between
these two couples and this contrast may
mean several questions.
the headWord=contrast Prepositional phrase modi-
fication introduced by the
preposition ”between”
(5) ”Furthermore theoretical may be not
so important for realisation in real life
but it can certainly supply us with [the]
background knowledge from which to
start developing our practical skills in
the most effortless way, with the least
amount of deadly mistakes.”
the headWord=knowledge Sentential modification
introduced by the phrase
”from which”
(6) ”The evidence of our poor creative
abilities is to be found all around us -
[ ] blocks of flats we are living in, those
simple boxes made of reinforced concrete,
speak for themselves.”
the headWord=blocks-of Modification by the sentence
”we are living in”
Table 7.2: Mistakes produced by the system that involve the article the: Undetected and false
positives in the development set. The article in the column label denotes the article specified by the annotator.
All examples have features strongly favoring the use of the zero article but also have additional context
information that requires the use of the definite article.
Missing article mistakes
Another common category is undetected mistakes, where an article is clearly missing, but both a and the
may be appropriate. In some of these cases, the system does not propose a correction because there is no
obvious choice, in other cases the mistake is flagged but the suggestion is incorrect. Below we show examples
of this category (7.3). Detecting such mistakes is generally not difficult as the zero article is unlikely in such
contexts, but selecting between the and a requires features outside local context that are not implemented
in the present system. One solution to this problem might be to propose multiple suggestions1.
1The MSR system also uses this approach
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Sentence Label
”Reading is a basic ability in learning [ ] language , but we will learn limited
knowledge just by intensive reading.”
a
”[ ] addicted person has no chance and has to buy the drug. a
”[ ] bigger problem is how to equalise different people in their minds.” the
”Learning [ ] computer in this summer holidays, i’m going to my cousin to learning
how to operate the computer.”
the
”[ ] computer is very expensive to a person before.” a
”Well, that means that this sort of obligation which is considered by [ ] majority
of boys unpleasant will influence my opinion on this matter.”
the
Table 7.3: Undetected mistakes of a missing article where both ”the” and ”a” are acceptable
choices given the local context: The article in the column label denotes the article specified by the
annotator.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this thesis, we proposed two methods for detecting and correcting grammar and usage errors in text.
First, we have shown that error correction training paradigms that introduce artificial errors are superior to
training classifiers on clean data. Second, we designed features that go beyond word-level and part-of-speech
information and proposed a method of correcting mistakes using these features. We have also argued that
the baselines used earlier in the relevant literature – all based on the majority of the most commonly used
class – suit selection tasks, but are inappropriate for error correction. Instead, the error rate in the data
should be taken into account when determining the baseline.
We applied the proposed methods to the problem of correcting mistakes in article usage made by non-
native speakers of English. Analyzing the mistakes made by the system on the article correction task, we
have demonstrated that the set of features needs to be more sophisticated than for the related task of article
selection. This is because the majority of the articles used by ESL writers are correct, which is why it is
important to consider more attuned features to distinguish between the usage of different articles.
Finally, we have presented an annotated corpus of ESL mistakes that was created as part of this research.
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